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Famous Citizens By Ms. Tremel’s First Grade Class 
This book is a result of a biography genre study.  Ms. Tremel’s first grade 

class learned that biography books are nonfiction and have identifiable features.  
Each student read a picture book biography with a family member, recorded 
notes, and sited where facts were located in their books.   

They studied other biographies in class and noticed that this genre usually 
includes a Table of Contents, chapter titles and subtitles, real photos and 
paintings, captions, labels, timelines, maps with keys, bolded vocabulary, and a 
Glossary.  Using their notes, students summarized the life of their famous citizen 
using the word processing App Pages on their iPads.   

The first graders also learned editing techniques, like capitalization, 
spellcheck, bolding text, aligning text, inserting graphics, adding captions, and 
saving text.  Fourth graders from Mrs. Schatz’s class swooped in as peer mentors 
to help their first grade friends create timelines from their notes on a mind-
mapping app called Popplet . Then students learned how to use the Map App to 
locate Austin, Texas and the birthplace of their famous citizen.  They connected 
these two points on their maps and were amazed to see the distance in miles and 
in hours.  The timelines and maps were saved to their camera rolls and uploaded 
into their saved work on Pages where they learned to layer images with text.    

Meanwhile, teaming up with Ms. Lee the art teacher, students learned how 
to draw portraits while referencing pictures they had saved on their iPad camera 
rolls. They used pencils, Sharpies, Crayons and watercolors to create portrait 
masterpieces of their famous citizens.  All student work was uploaded to Student 
Treasures website to create this printed bound collection of biographies.  What 
an amazing journey these first graders undertook!  Join us on a walk through 
history through the point of view of a first grader, you will be definitely 
impressed!   

Sincerely, 

Ms. Tremel, Ms. McLaughlin, Ms. Husain, Ms. Medina, and Ms. Lee 
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